AN OXBORD HOARD OF THE TIME OF
THE CIVIL WARS

By

ANTHONY THOMPSON

A HOARD of English silver was found on the 17th of November 1937 by Mr. W. T. Bazeley, a works foreman employed
by an Oxford contractor, whilst digging a trench on the
Great Headley Housing Estate at Headington, at the point
where Copse Lane joins the Oxford-Marston road; this point
is represented in the Oxon. 6-inch Ordnance Survey Map,
Sheet xxxiv S.W., below the letter P of Copse Lane. Having
dug about a foot of soil, Mr. Bazeley came to a bed of clay,
where 65 silver coins were found lying on an area 18 inches
square. There was no trace of box or cover with them, and
they were in a very dirty condition. Mr. Bazeley put them
in his pocket without examining them very closely, but on
20 November he took them to an Oxford dealer in antiques,
who realized their importance, and a little later notified the
City Coroner. An inquest was accordingly held on 8 December, when the coins were declared to be Treasure Trove, and
sent to the British Museum for examination and valuation.
Three were purchased by the British Museum, and the remainder were offered to the Ashmolean Museum, which
bought them all. Mr. Bazeley, the finder, was, of course,
paid their full antiquarian value. The coins range from
Elizabeth to Charles I, and are mostly somewhat worn,
though there are one or two pieces which have responded
very well to cleaning. The following is a summary list of
the coins; fuller details are given later:
Elizabeth Shillings
Sixpences

J ames I English Shillings
"
Sixpence
Irish Shillings
" Sixpence
Charles I Halfcrowns (6 Oxford)
Shillings (r from forged
dies) .
Total

r~}

22
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The Elizabethan coins are, as one might expect, a good
deal worn, especially the sixpences. The initial-marks range
from the Pheon of r56r down to the 2. of r602, but the
Elizabethan part of the hoard is of no exceptional interest,
save as a reminder that these coins were still in use in
Charles 1's reign.
Next come 5 shillings of James 1's second English coinage,
mostly with the Rose initial-mark, and, rather surprisingly,
6 Irish coins, all in very poor condition. There is also an
English sixpence of the second coinage. It is a little unusual to find such a proportion of Irish money in an English
hoard of this date, but it is possible that it was brought
over during the Munster rebellion by refugees from Ireland,
some of whom are known to have stayed in the vicinity
of Oxford.
By far the most important coins in the hoard are those
of Charles I, from which its direct association with the Civil
Wars, and more particularly with the siege of Oxford, may
be deduced. l The majority are halfcrowns of the Tower mint,
of which there are r6 specimens, together with 7 shillings,
r of which is from forged dies. 2 Of the local mint of Oxford
there are 6 halfcrowns (r642-4) and r shilling (r644). There
is also a Shrewsbury shilling of r642. The Oxford coins show
the usual decline in style and workmanship, which probably
corresponds to the ~eclining fortunes of the Royalists. The
best period is that of r643, of which there is an exceedingly
well-struck halfcrown, which, even if the equestrian figure
of the king is a little disjointed, is quite a pleasant piece of
design (Plate, fig. 1). Colonel Morrieson illustrates a very
similar coin in his paper on the coinage of Oxford. 3 In r644
there was a large output of halfcrowns from the Oxford
Mint, and there are 4 coins of that date in the hoard, one of
which is a shilling (Plate, fig. 4) . They are not of the same
high standard of striking as the r643 halfcrown, the horse
being a somewhat rough copy of that on Briot's coinage.
One of these coins has the obverse described as C by Morrieson but with a new variety of reverse . This resembles in
most respects his No. r of r644, but reads the Declaration
I
Cf. The Wolvercote Find. This is another Civil Wars hoard . There was
Oxford shilling (1643, D .7). See C. H. V. Sutherland in Oxoniensia, vol. ii
(1937), 101.
2 This coin has the i.m. Triangle.
3 Brit. Num. ] ourn., vol. xvi (1921-2), pI. Ill. 33.
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RELIG • PR • LE • ANG • LIB • PAR.I There does not seem to
be any previously recorded instance of the PR on a halfcrown,
though it does appear on a shilling and a Gold Unite, both
of 1644 (Plate, fig. 2). The Shrewsbury shilling has some
interest, since it is probably one of the few struck before
the mint was removed to Oxford, and has the rather rough
portrait which succeeded the old Aberystwyth die (Plate,
fig. 3).
The sixteen Tower halfcrowns are of various dates, the
earliest having the Feathers of 1630-1, and the ornate horsetrappings with the plume on the horse's head. Of the rest
the majority have the Triangle in circle of 1641-3, and the
two latest the P in two semicircles, which was contemporary
with the Oxford coins of 1643-4.
Having dealt with the coins themselves, we may endeavour
to see if the date of their burial can be fixed with any certainty. The earliest possible date for the burial of the hoard
is given by the presence of coins of 1644. These show a certain amount of wear, from which it may be argued that they
cannot have been deposited very early in the year, and may
even date from the beginning of 1645, before the issues of
that year had begun to circulate freely. This being so, it
should be possible to fix the date even more exactly, by
finding out the sequence of events during this period. The
first month of '1645 was marked by the defeat of several
Royalist outposts,2 and it is just possible that the owner
of the coins belonged to one of these parties. But the month
of May provides a more convincing reason for the hoard, as
the Parliamentary Army under Fairfax and Waller concentrated round Oxford on the 21st, and next day took up their
position at Marston and on Headington Hill, not far from
where the coins were found. On 2 June the Royalists sallied
out, and managed to surprise Fairfax's outpost on Headington Hill, taking many prisoners, and dispersing the rest. 3
On the 5th the siege was raised. It is reasonable to suppose
that whoever hid the coins did so when the Parliamentarians
first appeared, either on the 21st or before. He may have
taken part in the surprise attack on 2 June, and have been
Brit. N Un2 . ] o ~trn ., vol. x vi, pI. VII . lIS .
The Earl of Northampton had b een driven out of I slip on 23 April (Ludlow,
Memoirs, i, p . 151 ).
3 Varley, S iege of Oxf ord, p . 129.
I
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which would explain why the coins were not dug up

agam.
There is one important point which should be noted in
connexion with this hoard, and which has very seldom been
touched upon by numismatists; that is, the sudden rise ·
of prices between 1580 and 1642. In the seventeenth century
the purchasing power of gold and silver was measured roughly
by the prices of wheat and wages of labour. It has been
reckoned that from the fourteenth to the sixteenth century
wheat prices averaged about 6 shillings per quarter, but
rose to 36 shillings between 1580 and 1642; and that wages
rose correspondingly from about 2 shillings a week to nearly
5 shillings during the Civil Wars.! If therefore the shilling
or sixpence was the ordinary coin used for payments in
Elizabethan times (as is probably shown by the enormous
numbers found in England), then it follows that, as prices
rose, the purchasing power of the shilling became less. It
might be thought that employers would prefer to pay their
men in a higher denomination; but this does not seem to
have been the case, as the hoards show a decided preponderance of shillings over halfcrowns, especially the Welsh
Back hoard, found at Bristol in 1923, in which there were
only 718 halfcrowns as against 1,393 shillings. 2
At Oxford, halfcrowns were more popular, judging from
the large number issued from the mint, and in most of the
hoards there are more Oxford halfcrowns than shillings.
The fact that a great many of the coins, in this and
other hoards of the same time, belong to the Tower Mint can
be explained by the easy communications enjoyed by the
Parliamentarians, due more than anything else to their absolute command of the sea. This enabled them to export a
large amount of money to their supporters in any part of
the country. Their coinage must have been just as welcome
to the Royalists, who were always in want of money, and who
would not be particular as to whether the coins came from
a Parliamentary mint or not, as long as they were in Charles's
name.
F. W. Hirst, Money, p. lS3.
Num. Chron., Sth ser., vol. v (192S), 236. In the East Worlington hoard
- of 189S, and at Crediton, 1897, r espectively, there were 882 halfcrowns against
1,643 shillings, and 186 halfcrowns to 472 shillings. In the first case there
were no Oxford coins, and in the second hoard only 10 altogether (Num.
Chron., 3rd ser., vol. xvii (1897), 144, lS9.)
I
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Full details of the coins are as follows:
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ELIZABETH

Shillings.

Sixpences.

i.m. Bell (1582-4)
i.m. Crescent (1587-9)
i.m. Hand (1590-2)
.
i.m. Woolpack (1594-6)
i.m. Key (1595-8)
im. Pheon (1561-5)
i.m. Portcullis (1566)
i.m. Coronet (1567-9)
i.m. Ermine (1572-3)
i.m. Acorn (1573) .
i.m. Eglantine (1575)
i.m. Escallop (1585)
i.m. Tun (1593)
i.m. L (1602)
uncertain
JAMES

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

5
3
2
1
1

1
1
1

I

Sixpences.

English
i.m. Thistle (1603-4) ANG. seQ.
i.m. Lys (1604-5) MAG. BRIT.
i.m. Rose (1605-6)
i.m. Escallop (1606-7)
i.m. Rose (1605-6) .

Shillings.

Irish
i.m. Bell (1603/4) (1st coinage

Shillings.

1
1

2
1
1

ANG.

seQ.)
.
.
.
.
.
i.m. Martlet (1604/5) (1st coinage
ANG. seQ .)
.
.
.
.
i.m. Rose (1605 /6) (1st coinage ANG.
seo.)
.
.
.
.
.
i.m. Rose (r605/6) (2nd coinage
MAG. BRIT.)

Sixpences.

.

•

.

1

1
1

1

i.m. Rose or Escallop (2nd coinage
MAG. BRIT.)

i.m. Escallop (2nd coinage
BRIT.)

1

MAG .
1
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CHARLES

I

Halfcrowns (Tower). i.m. Feathers (1630-1) .
1
1
i.m. Bell (1634-5)
.
I
i.m. Crown (1635-6)
i.m. Tun (1636-8)
I
.
.
i.m. Star (1640-1)
2
i.m. Triangle in circle (1641-3)
8
i.m. P in two semicircles (1643-4)
2
Shillings (Tower).
i.m. Triangle (r639-40).
I
.
.
i.m. Star (r640-1)
2
i.m. Triangle in circle(r64r-3)
2
i.m. P in two semicircles (1643-4)
I
Contemporary forgery!
I
(i.m. triangle)
Shilling (Shrewsbury). Morrieson, B.2. i.m. plume without
bands.
"RELIG • PROT LEG. ANG LlBER· PAR r642. (Plate, fig. 3.)
H alfcrowns (Oxford).
1. r642 Morrieson, F.3. Lm. 2 pellets. RELlG: PROT: LEG
ANG: LlBER: PAR.

2. r643 Morrieson,A·3· No line under horse. RELlG: PROT:
LEG ANG : LlBER : PAR. date in large figures. (Plate,
fig. 1.)
3. r643 Morrieson, K.26. Large central plume. RELIG.
PRO· LE ANG • LIB. PAR r643 OX
"
4. r644 Morrieson, c.1. Variety reading RELIG • PR· LE •
ANG • LIB. PAR. Reverse i.m. lozenge with 2 pellets
each side. Lozenge stops. r644 0 X in large letters below.
(Plate, fig. 2.)
5. 1644 Morrieson", G.6. Large central plume on reverse.
RELIG 0 PRO 0 LE ANG 0 LlBO PARo. Lozengestopsbetween
the words of the Declaration. 1644 OX in large letters.
6. 1644 Similar to .Morrieson, C.2. 3 even plumes. RELlG:
PRO: LE ANG : LIB: PAR. Pellet on either side of OX.
Date in small figures.
Shilling (Oxford).
r644 Morrieson, C.4. Lozenge stops. 3 even plumes on
reverse. RELIG 0 PROT LEG 0 ANG 0 LlBER 0 PARo . r644.
OX. in large script. (Plate, fig. 4.)
1 From the same dies as a. coin from the Clarke-Thornhill collection in the
British Museum.

FOUR SILVER COINS OF CHARLES I FROM
THE HEADINGTON HOARD. (r-4)
Plate by COU1'tesy of the Visilm's of the Asl11110lean Jl!!use urn

